ARTIA APP

Hundreds of P&T and DUR meetings, simplified.

The ARTIA App, available for iOS and Android, provides Medicaid
P&T and DUR meeting information and market share data for
every state. Consider this your personal assistant — no more filing
through Excel spreadsheets and various websites to find your state’s
meetings and agendas. Your prioritized information is organized
and available to you in the most convenient location — your phone.
IT’S CUSTOMIZABLE. In your personal account, you can set your priority
states, select the event type and sort by your drug class. You can also track
fee-for-service market share data for your product’s market baskets. Market
share data can be viewed in easy-to-digest graph and list form.
IT’S ACTIVELY UPDATED. Your drug and category and meeting reviews
are tracked by PharmDs each day, ensuring you will receive the right
information at the right time. If your drug is up for review, the meeting is
highlighted for quick accessibility.
IT’S TRANSFERABLE. Prefer your meeting information or market share
data in PDF format? Need to email the agenda to your colleagues or add it to
your own calendar? With one click, it’s done.
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IT’S NECESSARY. The ARTIA App significantly reduces manual time spent
tracking down state’s meetings and agendas, opening up your schedule for
your most important tasks.
“The ARTIA App is best in its class. The app’s ease of navigation, combined with its customizable
option to view priority states and agendas with the click of a button, makes this app a musthave for all account managers.”
— Jane Stephen, Senior Regional Healthcare Policy Executive at Allergan

Greg Kitchens, PharmD and Vice President of Artia Solutions,
is no stranger to the endless search for meeting agendas. He
knew there had to be a better way, so he laid the groundwork
for the first Medicaid P&T & DUR app of its kind — the
ARTIA App. Gaining attention from Pharmacy Times as a 2015
Technology Innovator of the Year finalist, Greg continues to
push the envelope in order to bring effective solutions to the pharmaceutical industry.
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